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ABSTRACT 
A formal model is pr.:sented which represents he .~'tructure underlying temporal references" in 
natural anguage. Sei'ting as a framework for analysis of tenses, time relations, and other 
references to time i~: language, the model consists of a partially ordered set, called "'time" 
and successively def,:ned concepts uch as "'tinw.segment", duration "'~, "'time.segment 
relation", "'tense", "'l eference time", and "'tense marker". This model is justified by making 
informal arguments, b ~ giving English language xr.mples, and by showing that it is a generaliza- 
tion of several other s):s.rems. A computer question answering pro/ram, "'Chronos", which use~ 
the concepts of tense ,~lnd time-segment relations, illu.~.trates and supports the validity of the 
model. Chronos is" sho~'n to be a simple program which nevertheless can understand most of 
the temporal meaning ':[n a sentence. 
1. Introduction 
This paper present: a model for temporal references in natural language and 
an application of tint model in a question answering program. The model is 
intended to represent the intuitive meaning of such natural language features 
as tense, time relat~ions, and other references to the time of events, it is 
presented inSection: 3. 
This research dra:~s from work in several areas, such as logic, set theory. 
linguistics, and computer sciences~ Naturally this creates ome problems of 
terminology and reciuires ome concepts new to ea~:h of the various areas. 
But one point to be imade is that the work done in these fields on problems 
related to temporal l:eferences can ~ brought ogether into a untried theory 
A brief survey of related work is given in Section 2. 
The basic motivatii~n for this work is to ga;,1 a better understanding of an 
aspect of natural lanE.uage. Such an understarding has many benefits, one of 
which is that it shouild aid in the design of question answering programs. 
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To illustrate some of the features of the model a question answering program, 
called Chronos, was written which accepts information in the form of 
tensed sentences and answers questions about the time of events. This pro- 
gram is discussed in Section 4. 
2. Background 
Quite a lot has been written on the phenomena of time and tense. Un- 
fortunately much of the work has been done with little effort towards inte- 
grating it with other work. Because of the diversity, only an overview, rather 
than a comprehensive survey will be attempted here. 
Many linguists have written on the logical structure of tenses. Although 
there is widespread isagreement on the meaning of particular linguistic 
forms, there are several points held in common. For example, the importance 
of context, as well as form, in determination f tense meaning is generally 
recognized. Diver [I] and Crystal [2] support his view by exhaustive analyses 
(for English) of the effects of context on meaning. The conclusion seems to 
be that a one to one relationship of forms-in-context to meanings can be 
established. The type of verb is also important. For example. Osman [3] 
notes that aI~.hough the simple present usually denotes habitual actions, 
with certain verbs, such as "see" it indicates an event happet,ing now. 
Most authors also note that the verb form gives several varieties of in- 
formation delimited by what we shall call tense boundaries. First is the tem- 
poral ordering of points, a concept nearly always included in the meaning of 
tense. Second is the idea of aspect, that is, the concept that the parts ofevents, 
suc.h as the beginning, middle, and end, are related by tense. Most aathors 
accept aspect relations as part of tense. Third we have durational concepts, 
such as lengths of time or distance between times. This is often expressed by 
such adverbial phrases as "from--to--", "during--", "'while--", etc. 
Fourth we have what is called "frequency of occurrence", a concept less 
commonly included in the idea of tense. Fifth we have modal concepts, 
such things as hypothetical, conditional, and obligatory meanings, which are 
only occasionally classified as tenses. 
The concept of ordering is the one most fu!~y developed. Jespersen [4], 
for instance, introduces a structured time line to explain the tenses. We ma~ 
rel~r to the simple future, present, or past. or we may "'refer to some point 
as lying either before or after the main point of which we are actually speAk- 
ing". For example, the past perfect (had --ed) places an event in the "'before- 
past". An extension of Jespersen's idea is made by Reichenbach [5]. He says 
that we speak of the past in either of two ways. One. we refer directly to an 
earlier point in time. as when using the simple past. Two, we merely indicate 
that the event in question is before the time ofspeech as when using the present 
perfect. The reverse holds when speaking of the future. With this view we 
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get a reference point structure for the tenses. Each tense gives the relationship 
of the time of speech to a tiine of reference and of that to the time of the 
event. Nine tenses are thereby allowed, since forms which differ only in the 
relationship of the time of sgeeeh to the time of event are not considered 
distinct. 
That the three place structur-, of tenses as given by Reichenbach is import,~ 
ant is seen in the fact that suc~' diverse approaches as those of Diver [1] and 
Close, in his English primer [6], give similar analyses. Extending the same 
structure Bull [7] allows a seccnd referen.,~ point, or as he calls it, axis of 
orientation. The obvious genera!ization to many reference points is discussed 
in Section 3 of this paper. 
Many authors do not use the l'eference point structure. Haden [8], for one, 
gives an analogy of tenses to c,~meras, where "the variables are the ('om- 
ponent~, which are subject o adjustment: the direction in which the camera 
is pointed, the angle of the lens. the focal length of the lens, the depth of 
foetus determined by the aperturt ' of the diaphragm". Although the photo- 
graphs he uses to illustrate ten,.e distinctions make his points vivid, his 
analysis is not suitable for a form~l system of the kind discussed here. 
Bohnert [9] uses some of the rc~*ference point ideas. However, he stresses 
that the present perfect differs from the past in that it excludes explicit ime 
references. McCawley [10] arriver at a similar conclusion. He presents 
several uses of the present p.-~'ect, iqcluding the universal, as in 
(1) i have lived here since 1945 
and the existential, as in 
(2) ! have gone on picnics befor ~. 
Both o e these uses "involve a quantifi.-r that ranges over an interval stretching 
from the past into the present and differ as ~,egards whether that quantifier 
is universal or existentiar'. McCawky claims that "this treatment explains. 
at least for these two uses of the prt~sent perfect, why adverbs designating 
poit,ts ~n time cannot be used with thg present perfect:  since the time adverb 
of the scope of tbe quantifier is a bouf~d variable which the quantifier binds. 
(3) *1 have written a letter yesterday 
would be excluded for exactly the samg renan as 
(4) *1 talked to someone the butcher' 
in both cases a constant and a variable would be filling the same position". 
At first glance the analyses of Boht~ert, McCawley, and Reichenbach 
appear incompatible. However. it may be that they are saying the same thing 
in different ways. For example. Reicher~l~ach would probably agree with 
Bohnert hat "the pr¢sent perfect..,  corr~ponds just to the case where no 
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specific past reference is provided", thus excluding (3), and with McCawley 
that (3) must be excluded since otherwise "a constant and a variable would 
be filling the same position". He would differ only in that his way of stating 
these facts is to postulate a time of reference coinciding with the time of 
speech. If there is a fundamental difference among the three it is that the 
reference point structure is more general. It not only explains why (3) is odd 
but it also permits 
(5) I have written a letter today 
(6) I have read the book this month 
where the explicit time reference coincides with the time of speech. 
Designers of question answering programs have also met the problems of 
temporal references. Some question answering programs imply disallow 
tenses and treat time relations like all other relations. Others, such as 
Bohnert's [9] have developed tentative means of handling the problems. 
The problem of generating tense forms from semantic net discourse structures 
is discussed in Simmons and Slocum [11]. 
Problems related to tenses appear in other areas of artificial intelligence, 
such as in the design of goal seeking programs. McCarthy [12] notes this 
in discussing a logic for "cause" and "can". In McCarthy and Hayes [13] 
this logic is developed further into the "situation calculus". While the situa- 
tion calculus is not designed to reflect the structure of natural anguage 
temporal references, it appears to be very useful in relating the logic of 
simple ~enses to other logics. 
Recently, a branch of modal logic has developed, primarily through the 
work of A. N. Prior [14-16]. Operators uch as P for "it has been the case 
that" and F for "it will be the case that" are introduced to propositional 
logic. The result is a "tense logic". Prior and others have primarily been 
interested in studying various systems of axioms for P and F (or whatever 
operators are used). They have also been concerned with the relationship of 
axioms for P and F to axioms on the "earlier-than" relation. 
This completes the overview of work on time and tense. Several related 
problems were not even mentioned, such as development of axiom systems 
for physical and biological time, philosophical questions about ime and man's 
conception of it, measurement of time, and paradoxes involving time. While 
these problems are interesting and relevant, the present study is primarily 
concerned with references to time in language. We have thus examined 
several works on the structure underlying temporal references. These have 
been in various fields and often use widely varying terminology. In Section 3 
a model is presented which by its generality includes everal previous theories, 
and by its systematic development from a few primitive notions serves as a 
frame~:)rk for further investigations into the structure of time in language. 
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3. A Model for Temporal References in Natural Language 
3.1. Goals 
The model developed in this section is intended to be a formal representation 
of the meaning of certain natural language expressions. There are three 
requirements we make on the model. First, like any formal system, it should 
be precise, well-defined, and internally consistent. It should be general 
enough for a variety of applications, but specific enough to reflect the full 
structure underlying temporal expressions. It should be a systematic develop- 
ment of a complex structure from a few primitive notions. Second, the model 
should serve as a common framework for discussion of tenses from the 
linguist's viewpoint or from that of the tense logician. It should demonstrate 
the relationship of the various tenses to one another and to other time 
relations. Third, it should be an accurate representation f the intuitive mean- 
ing of temporal expressions. 
3.2. Defieitiogs and Theorems 
All of the definitions in this section are made in the context of a first order 
predicate calculus with equality. 
In the model the attempt is made to capture those characteristics of time 
and tense which seem necessary for an accurate semantic structure. Other 
characteristics, whether physical or metaphysical, are omitted, if possible. 
Thus, our first definition, that of time itself, is very dry and general. 
DEHmTION 1 : A time-system is an ordered pair, (time, <~), where time is a 
set whose elements are called time-points, and ~< is a relation which partially 
orders time. 
Note that nothing has been said about time other than that it is partially 
ordered by ~<. Although common-sense time seems to have other character- 
istics, such as being infinite in both directions and dense, these are not 
specified. This allows the model to be used for less common, perhaps un- 
intuitive times. For example, a computer program might model a time which 
is finite, or maybe, infinite but not dense. A physicist might want time to be 
the real numbers or the recursive reals. With regards to the relation ~ we 
do not even require the time-system to be a lattice (where every pair of 
elements has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound). Thus multiple 
time series are allowed, say one for fictional characters and one for real 
people. For particular applications the characteristics of the time-system 
may be specified in great detail, but for the basic definitions which follow 
only partial ordering is required. 
DEFINinON 2: Future and past are functions from time into subsets of 
time, defined as follows: 
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future (x) - -  {' t :  > x}  
i Lst (x) = {: l :  < x} 
DEFI~IIIO.~ 3: A chain is a set, $, such that for each x and y in S, x ~< y 
or y ~ x. We also say that S is linearly or simply ordered. A set which ~s not 
linear is said to have branches. 
Because the relation ~ is not necessarily inear, branching times and thus 
branching futures and pasts are permitted. One could reasonably disallow 
branching in the past. Then from each time-point here might be several 
differem paths through the future but there would be only one path through 
the past. Maintaining all the possible branches in the future in a computer 
implementation f this model ~ some interesting problems. 
Although a subset of time m~y not have a least upper bound or a greatest 
lower bound, in .~me ca~es it will and then we have the follo~,'ing definition. 
DI~FINITION 4: The beoinntnfl of a subset of time is its greatest lower bound, 
if such a bound exists. Similarly. the end of a subset of time is its least upper 
bound, if such a bound exists. 
For later definitions we single out special subsets of time called "time- 
segments". A time-segment is a chain which is maximal in the sense that 
~here are no points missing within the chain, it may be conceived as a solid, 
non-branching path through time. 
DEFINITION 5: A time-segment 8 c_ time is a chain such that for each 
x ~ time, if there exist y, z ~ $ such that y ~ x and x ~ z and if {x} u $ is 
a chain then x • $. 
We assume a set of erents, which may be characterized in various ways. 
It is required only that to each event there corresponds a unique time- 
segment. An object which corresponded to several different time-segments 
might be a collection of events, but it could not be a single event. Thus there 
is a function, call it duration, which assigns a time-segment o each event. 
The duration of an event may be thought of as the time at which the event 
occurs or takes place. 
Because of the importance of events, relations on time-~gments are worth 
considering. The discussion is restricted to linear subsets of time, since it 
appears that natural language time relations are similarly restricted. De- 
finition 6 gives a partitioning of all possible binary ordering relations on time- 
segments, which corresponds roughly to the use of the relations in natural 
language. 
DEFINITION 6" Let .4 and B be time-segments comained in a linear s,'~et 
of time, called 7". Then we have the following binary ordering relatiotl~, on 
time-~gments: 
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6.1 hefore~(A, B) iff(aXb)~ c~ A ^ b ~ B ~ a < b) 
6.2 duringT(A, B)iff A _ g ^ A # E 
6.3 same-rimeT(A, B) iff A = B 
6.4 overlaps~(A, B) iff A n B # ~ ~x ~3aXb)(a ~A ^ b ~ B -~ a < b) 
^ (3bXa)(bEB^ a~A-~b> a) 
6.5 afterr(A, B) iff beforeT(B, A) 
6.6 containsT(A. B) iff duringT(B. A) 
6.7 o~rlappedT(A, B) iff orerlapsT(B, A) 
Where there is no chance for confusion the subscript "'T" will be omitted. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the relations of definition 6 for the special case in which 
the time-segments A and B have beginning and end points. In such a case 
we may reformulate definition 6 as follows. 
DEFiNiTiON 6a: Let ,4 and B be time-segments with beginning and end 
points (a ,  a2) and (bl, b2) respectively, which are contained in a linear subset 
of time, called T. Then we have the following binary ordering relations on 
time-segments with end points: 
6.1a before(A, B) iffa2 < bl 
6.2a during(A,B) iffb~ ~<al ^ az  ~<b2 ^  ~(al  =bt  ^ a2 =b2)  
6.3a same-time(A, B) iff at = bl ^ a2 = b2 
6.4a overlaps(A, B)iffal < bl ^ bj < a, ^ a2 < bz 
6.5a a~er(A, B) iff before(B. A) 
6.6a contains(A, B) iff during(B, A) 
6.7a overlapped(A, B) iff overlaps(B, A) 
It should be obvious that any binary relation on time-segments with be- 
ginning and end-points, which is defined in terms of "" <"  and "' =" ,  is given 
by a combination of the relations pictured in Fig. I. The set of relations in 
definition 6a define a partition of the pictured relations, i.e., each of the rel~,- 
tions in Fig. I is included in exactly one of the definitions. Ordering relations 
of higher degree can easily ~ defined in term,:, of!he binary relations. ¢:.g. 
between(A, B, C) iff before(3~ A)^ before(A, C). In particular, the concept 
"'tense" can be defined as a special type of n-ary relation on time-segments. 
DEFJSmO.~ 7: A tense is art n-ary relation on time-segments defined by a 
relational statement of the form 
A Ri(S ~, Si ,  j) 
i=!  
~here each $, is a time-segment :znd each RI is a binary ordering relation on 
the time-segments S~ and S,~.  Furthermore we require that the time- 
segment~ S~, Sz . . . . .  S,,_~ be singleton sets. One may also view a tense as 
a set of n-tuples satisfying the given relational statement. 
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FIG. !. Binary relations on time-segments. Each diagram symbolizes R(A. B) for some 
relation R and time-segments A and B. The arrow shows the direction of time, 
in most cases the binary relations which define a tense are restricted to 
those of  definition 6. Then for each i ( i  = 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 3). Ri must be before. 
after, or same-thne. R,_2 must be before, qfter, during, or same.time. Rn_t 
may be any o f  the seven relations in definition.6. There are then 3 "-3 . 4.7 
tenses. 
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The next two definitions introduce some terms for later use. 
DZFtNInON 8: Let (S~, $2 . . . . .  S,,) be an element of a tense. We call S~ the 
time of speech, each S~ (i = 2, 3 . . . . .  n - 1), ~. time of reference, and S,, 
the time of et'ent. 
DEt~NmON 9: Let (S~, Sz . . . . .  S,) be an element of a tense. The tense is 
past if after(S1, $2) holds, present if same-time(S~, St) holds, and future if 
before(Sl, $2) holds. The tense is perfect if after (S,_l, Sn) holds and n >/3. 
Additional restrictions on tenses yield other systems. Let R~, R2, • •., R,_ t 
be the sequence of binary relations defining an n-ary tense. Then with the 
restrictions on n and the Ri's given below we get analogs in this model of 
several other tense theories. For abbreviation we will use the first letter of a 
time-segment relation to signify that relation, e.g. B for before. Tenses will 
be signified by sequences of letters representing their defining relations. 
I. For n -- 2 we get Prior's [14-16] tenses P and F using the relations A 
and B respectively. Prior indicates the relation S by not using~ or F, that is, 
by using simply an unmarked statement. 
2. Jespersen [4| allows all of the ternary tenses definable in terms of B, 
A, and S when R~ - B or Rs - A. If R~ = S he allows only the binary 
tense, S. 
3. Close(6) allows all the ternary tenses definable in terms of B, A, and S 
except he tense BB. 
4. Reichenbach [5] uses all of Close's tenses and in addition allows the 
tense BB. 
5. Bull [7] aUows all of Reichenbach's tenses and also the quaternary 
tenses ABA, ABS, and ABB. 
The model presented in this section serves as part of the underlying 
structure for a class of languages, usually called tensed languages. These 
include natural languages as well as some formal anguages, uch as the input 
language tbr Chronos (see Section 4). Tensed languages have symbols 
representing relations and operations on time, variables ranging over time 
and subsets of time. and constants denoting elements or subsets of time. But 
their primary distinguishing feature is that they have tense markers. A tense 
marker is a symbol(s) representing a tense. It is unusual in that its first argu- 
ment. representing the time of speecl,, isnormally not specified, being instead 
a function of the actual time of speech. 
3.3. Examples and Di~'msion on Tenses 
This section presents ome English tensed sentences designed both to 
illustrate and to .justify the formal definitions given a~,ove. First we see how 
to represent the five concepts of order, aspect, duration, frequency of occur- 
rence, and modality. 
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Order is. of course, most easily represented. For example, in 
(7) He had gone 
we have the tense which is defined as follows: 
AA(S,, $2. Ss) -- after ($1, Sz) A after ($1, $3) 
Following the convention introduced above the tense name is AA for after- 
after. In this example, S, is the time of speech, Sz is a reference point, and 
$3 is the time of "his going". More complex orderings are expressed by 
tenses of higher degree. For example, the sentence 
(8) He will have been going to be going to go 
has the tense 
BABB(S., $2. Ss, S,,, Ss) = before(Si, 82) A 
after(S2. Ss) ^  before(Ss, $4) ^  before(S4, Ss) 
where Sj is the time of speech, S,-S~ are reference times, and Ss is the time 
of event. Further examples are given below. With each sentence isgiven the 
name of the tense for that sentence, Several of the designations are debat- 
able, a precise determination f tense being context dependent. 
(9) he sang A(AS) : 
(10) he sings S 
(I 1) he will sing B(BS, SB) 
(12) he had sung AA 
(13) he was to sing 
(or he would sing) AB 
(14) he has sung SA 
(15) he will have sting BA(B$~) 
(16) he will be going to sing BB: 
(17) he would have sung ABA 
(18) he will be going to have sung BBA 
(19) he will be going to be going to sing BBB 
(20) he was singing AD 
(21) he will sing from 1 to 3 BS 
(22) he sang during the show AC 
(23) he has been singing SAC 
(24) he will have been singing BSAC 
Duralional concepts are generally represented by" using the relations 
during, contains, same-time, overlaps, and overlapped. For example, 
(25) I watched TV from 2 t.o 4 
has the tense 
AS(St, S:, Ss) -- after(St, $2) ^  same-time(S2, $3) 
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where, in this case, St is the time of speech, 5~ is the duration bounded by 
2 and 4, and $3 is the time of the event of watching TV. For other examples 
ot" the durz.tion concept see examples (20)-(24) above. 
To represent the concept of aspect we must use functions uch as "begin- 
ning" and "end" as in Definition 4. For example, the initiative aspect 
expressed in
(26) We ate dinner at six 
is given by using the same tense as that of (25) but with $3 being the beginning 
of the time of dinner, rather than the dinner itself. Similarly, the terminative 
aspect in 
(27) Then, he entered the house 
is given by having 3'3 be the end of the event of entering the house, that is, 
the point of completion of the act. 
The imperfective aspect is a different case. Since it is used to indic~Ie that 
a reference time co-occurred with some portion of the time of event we need 
to use the same kind of tenses as for dura6onal concepts. For example 
(28) I was reading at three 
has the tense 
AD(SI, $2, $3) =- after(S., $2) ^  during(S2, $3) 
where $1 is the time of speech, $2 is "three", and $3 is the time of event, 
a duration which contains the point three. 
The concept of frequency of occurrence has a much more complicated 
representation than those of order, aspect, and duration, simply becatise it is 
a more complex concept. Consider that a frequency statement says that a 
certain event occurs so many times in a given period. (Technically we should 
say "a set of similar events".) There are three items of information here. 
First, the given period stands in some order relation to reference times. 
Second, it has a duration. Third, the event occurred some number of times 
in that period. It is the third item which has many representations. In the 
examples below, let s represent the time of s~ech and e represent the time 
of event. Then, the sentence 
(29) i saw her every day that summer 
might be represented 
(x) (day-that-summer(x) = (3e)AC(s, x, e)) 
that is. if x is a day that summer then there is a duration e such that e is 
contained in x and the event occurs over e. The sentence 
(30) ! driveabuildozer 
might be represented 
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(xXnormal(x) = (3eXBC(s, x, e) v AC(s, x, e))) 
that is, i fx is a "normal" time in sore z ~_qse then whether it is before or after 
now the event occurs during x. The sentence 
(31) She kissed him twice that night 
might be represented 
(3etX3ezXAfs, el) ^ A(s, ez) /, D(et, N) ^ D(e2, N)) 
where N represents "that night", both et and e= are during N and before s. 
The final concept o be represented, that of modalities, is usually not 
classified as a concept of tense, although it has some temporal meanings. 
Its representation i troduces many problems which will not be considered 
here. Generally it can be handled by conjoining a tense form with a form for 
the additional meaning. For example 
(32) i should go 
could be represented 
B(s, e) ^ obligatory(~oing) 
A major feature of tenses in this model is reference times or reference 
points. One may wonder why the tenses have a structure of this type, rather 
than some other. It proves little to point to those linguists who have selected 
a reference point structure for there are many who, at least explicitly, have 
not. Instead, let us consider the advantages of such a structure from the 
point of view of some basic questions. 
First, why have reference times at all.'? Since any temporal ordering can 
be given by using binary tenses (i.e. tenses without reference times), the feature 
seems redundant. The answer is that reference points greatly increase the 
number of tenses and the resulting variety finds many applications in ex- 
pressing real-life ideas. While it may be possible to express ome complex 
temporal meaning by constructing an expression from a few primitive 
relations, it is apparently easier for the user of language to remember several 
additional tenses than to reconstruct a complex expression every time a 
pat-ticular meaning is intended. 
For instance, a simple past tense noc only allows, but in a sense demands, 
an explicit time reference. If this is not available, the time reference is deter- 
mined by context. In a narrative we assume successive vents when the past 
tense is used. Outside a narrative and with no other indication of time the 
past usually indicates a very recent action, as in 
(33) I stubbed my toe 
A reference point structure adds the present perfect ense, as in 
(34) I have stubbed my toe 
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Like the past tense it relates a past event, but, unlike the past, it is specifically 
indefinite. It does not allow a time reference, except to the time of speech 
(see Section 2). In a situation where we wish to relate an event without 
specifying its time of occurrence we thus take advantage of the present 
perfect. Certainly this distinction could be made without reference points. 
However, using them allows us t~o express complex but frequently used mean- 
ings in a simple way. 
~e:ond, why only chain reference points, that is, why specify only the 
rel~,t,on of St to $,+ 1 ? The answer is closely related to that of the first question. 
l"atural selection seems to preserve those linguistic forms which have the 
least cost for the greatest value. Thus there is some cost associated with 
adding one reference point. More teases must be maintained. However, 
the extra tenses are used frequently enough to make the effort worthwhile. 
The reason that tenses have not developed which do more than chain 
reference points ;s that their use, while possible, would be too rare for the 
extra linguistic weight involved. For example 
(35) He was to go 
says that at some past time the "going" was in the future. We are not 
interested in the relation of the time of "going" to now. If we were we could 
add a qualifying clause as in 
(36) He was to go, but he hasn't yet 
or use a more direct tense, such as the past or future. If we wish to indicate 
what the relation of the time of event is to the time of speech we can say so 
directly, as in 
(37) He will go 
A tense like that of (35) is used when the relation is deliberately meant to 
be indefinite. Bull [7] makes a stronger statement. Using "axes of orientation" 
where we have used "reference points" he says (p. 22): 
" I t  should be readily evident hat what is possible theoretically on a high 
level of abstraction would be utterly meaningless in a real life situation . . . .  
Meaning cat, be conveyed in terms of only one axis of orientation at a time." 
Third, why are the ternary tenses so prevalent ? It is clear that reference 
points are useful, but why only one ? The answer is again one of cost versus 
value. We have ineorpor:~ted tenses of higher degree because they are use0, 
and u~d more often than, say, tenses which do not just chain reference points. 
However, the need to express the higher degre• tense meanings arises in- 
frequently. For example 
(38) John will have been going to leave 
says that at some future time there is a previous time at which the "leaving" 
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was in the future. This complicated a tense meaning is just not needed in most 
uses of natural language. 
4. Clrmms 
4.1. Outline of Chronos 
In this section we examine a computer program, called Chronos, which 
illustrates some of the features of the model presented in the previous ection. 
The program, written in LISP i.5 for the CDC 6600, is a simple question 
answerer, focused on temporal information, tenses, time relations, dates, and 
time words. Although Chronos is able to select predicat~ (verbs) and argu- 
ment~ (nouns) from sentences, it does not n:ake deductions based on the 
meaning of the predicates. For example, knowing that 
John sold the book to Mary 
Chronos does not realize that 
Mary bought a book from John 
However. it is able to make a variety of temporal deductions and there seems 
to be no reason why the characteristics of Chronos could not be added to 
o. more general question answering program, with a larger dictionary and 
more powerful proof techniques. 
An outline of Chronos is given in Fig, 2. The user makes statements or 
questions to Chronos in a stylized form of English. A simple parser translates 
the input into a formal language (a l.lsl, 1,5 form) which is evaluated by the 
control section of Chronos using various stored facts, rules of inference. 
and a clock. Updating of the stored facts or the clock may occur, One of 
several short answer replies is then generated and given to the user, 
Note in Fig. 2 that the clock is used in parsing of inputs and generation of 
replies, as well as in evaluation of the input. It is thus a crucial feature in the 
system. In this version of Chronos the clock is a five element list of the form 
((year~ (month~ (dare~> (day~ (time)). it is operated by the user by a state- 
ment of the form 
(THE NEW ( .~ is ().~) 
where (x) is TIME, DAY, DATE, MONTH, or YEAR, and (y) is an 
appropriate value for (x). The function NEW sets the previous time of the 
clock to precede the new time and then sets the time of the clock to the new 
time. The current time may be discerned by appropriate questions such as 
(WHAT (x)  IS IT ,) 
or  
(WHAT IS THE (x ) , )  
to which Chronos gives the appropriate element from the clock iis;. 
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Self updating is the process of changing the stored facts in memory as the 
clock advances and as events occur. Some updating occurs almost automatic- 
ally as a result of changes in the clock. The word "'now" is always read to 
represent the current ime. Thus once future events whose time was known 
explicitly become present and then past events. Those whose tine was only 
known to be "'after now" acquire an unknown time when lhe clock is 
advanced. 
UsoP 
1 !
input; out;put; 
("natural" language) 
J ,  [ 
:input; out;put; 
L"°"I l 
FIG. 2. Chronos. 
At this stage of the design of Chronos there are no initially stored facts 
about events. All informatior, must come from ;.he user through the normal ~ 
question answering channel. A more sophisticaled program might have 
many facts pre-stored, depending on Ihe application of.the system. Among 
those for a fairly general system should b~ significant specific times, from 
geo|ogic eras to historic dates to important times of the day such ~.s sunrise 
and sunset. Also there should be information on well known durations of 
events such as a human life span or a football game. These l'acts should 
allow Chronos to deduce such things as "at 3 am it is usually dark outside", 
since 3 am is before sunrise and before sunrise it is dark. 
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The theorem prover and rules of inference are actually not ip a separate 
section of the program as would appear from Fig. 2, but are built into the 
definitions and functions in the system. Essentially the principal rules of 
inference at this stage reflect he fact that time is a partially ordered set. 
Currently a resolution algorithm theorem prover is being added to Chronos 
which will he a separate section of the program and should greatly expand 
the range of amwcmble questions. 
4.2. The ~ U~ aml l[qp~OmlPnt 
Th~ principle function of Chronos is called CHRONOS. To begin pro~ing  
one must first call this function, giving the initial setting for the dock. 
Sentences of three forms my then be input. We can say (Txt x2 . . .  xu) or 
(xt T x2 . . .  xm) where T is a time predicate (or function) and the x{s are 
either time points, time durations, or simple sentences, or we can say simply 
(x) where x is a simple sentence. 
Statements intended as input should have no punctuation; questions 
should end with a " , ' .  Any statement or question should be enclosed in 
parentheses. A function in Chronos called OUTPUT determines replies as 
follows: 
a. to statements--(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
b. to (WHAT TIME IS IT ,) and similar forms--the appropriate element 
of the clock list 
¢. to indicate a relation evaluates to .T .  (i.e, "tr'Je") YES if the event is 
past, (I THINK SO) otherwise 
d. to indicate no information available---UNKNOWN 
e. to a (WHEN x) ~luestion--(IN THE PAST) or (IN THE FUTURE) 
and if the event ime is known explicitly, (FROM y TO z) 
f. to a (WHEN x END) or (WHEN x BEGIN) question---the time at 
which x begins or ends 
g. to a (HOW LONG x) or (HOW LONG BETWEEN x) question--the 
length of time 
h. otherwise--NO 
The form ([ THINK SO) is used for questions about the future because 
Chronos is skeptical regarding any statements about the future. The form 
UNKNOWN is not used because definite information has been received; 
it is only that this information is not completely trusted. 
4.3. Data Stmetares in C~mms 
Chronos recognizes each simple sentence as describing an event, or predicate 
with arguments. An atom is ~eated to represent the sentence with a "token- 
of" link from the atom to the prMicate name. There are other links to each 
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of the arguments, including a li~ik to the time of occurrence for the event, 
which is considered to be a special argument. This "time of event" is always 
represented as a p~tir of time poings, one for the beginning and one for the 
end of the duration for that event. 
Two primitive relations are used for time points, "<"  and "=" .  Other 
relations, including the time-segment relations (definition 6) and tenses 
(definition 7) are defined in terms of these. Since a time of event must be 
a duration the "<"  relation is always set to hold between the two points 
representing it.
4.4. Tenses and Time-segment Rdations 
A tense for Chronos is a list of time relations given by auxiliary verbs and 
the form of the main verb. The correspondences are that "had", "was", 
"did", "been", and all past tense and past participle forms of the main verb 
(e.g. "left", "'went", "came", "gone") map to "after"; "will" and "going to" 
map to "before"; and "would" and "was to" map to "after before". A tense 
list is constructed by appending the meaning of each auxiliary as it is en- 
countered. There is no limit placed on the number of auxiliaries allowed 
or hence on the number of tenses. The meaning of the entire tense is stored 
by applying each member of the tense list to pai~ of time-segments, first to 
the time of speech and a created atom, then to pairs of created atoms, and 
finally to the last created atom and the time of event, which is always sn 
ordered pair of time points (representing a duration). 
The time segment relations are defined using the primitive relations 
"<"  and " - " .  Some synonyms for the relations are allowed, e.g. "while" 
f,',r "'during". However, unlike natural anguage, the input language for 
Chronos requires a unique meaning for each form. Thus, "while" never 
means "same-time" as it sometimes does in English. 
4.5. Example5 
This section contains a reproduction of actual output (with numbering 
added) from Chronos. Comments are added to point out special features. 
In the examples it is important to notice the order in which statements are 
input, since "'now" changes in meaning as the meaning .of each sentence 
changes. 
(39) CHRONOS 
((1971 MARCH 12 FRIDAY FIVE)) 
This is the initial call to the function CHRONOS which sets the clock and 
initiates processing of statements and questions. 
(40) (WHAT YEAR IS IT ,) 
1971 
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(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(WHAT MONTH IS IT ,) 
MARCH 
(WHAT IS THE DATE ,) 
12 
(WHAT IS TIlE DAY OF THE WEEK ,) 
FRIDAY 
(WHAT TIME IS IT ,) 
FIVE 
Questions (40)-(44) s:mply retrieve the information stored in the dock. 
(45) (THE AMERICAN WAR FOR INDEPENDENCE BEGAN 
1N 1775) 
(I N FOR MATION ACCEPTED) 
(46) (THE AMERICAN WAR FOR INDEPENDENCE ENDED 
IN 1781) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(47) (DOES THE AMERICAN WAR FOR INDEPENDENCE 
COINCIDE WITH THE TIME FROM 1775 TO 1781 *) 
YES 
Question (47) shows that he information which wasst ored using"BEGAN"and 
"'ENDED" can be re;.rieved inanother way, namely by using"COINCIDED" 
148) THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION PERIOD WAS 
FROM 1777 TO 1789) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(49) (WHEN DID THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION 
PERIOD BEGIN ,) 
(IN 1777) 
(50) (WHEN DID THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION 
PERIOD END ,) 
(IN 1789) 
(51) (HOW LONG WAS THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION 
PERIOD ,) 
(12 YEARS) 
(52) (HOW I_.ONG WAS THE AMERICAN WAR FOR 
- INDEPENDENCE ,) 
(6 YEARS) 
(53) (WAS THE AMERICAN WAR FOR INDEPENDENCE 
BEFORE 1800 ,) 
YES 
(54) (HOW LONG WAS IT BETWEEN THE AMERICAN WAR 
FOR INDEPENDENCE AND THE WAR OF 1812 ,) 
(31 YEARS) 
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Note that the "HOW LONG. . .  BETWEEN" in (54) is a slightly different 
question from that of(5!)and (52). 
(55) (DID THE TIME OF THE AMERICAN WAR FOR 
INDEPENDENCE OVERLAP THE ARTICLES OF 
CONFEDERATION PERIOD ,) 
YES 
(56) (WHEN WAS THE AMERICAN WAR FOR 
INDEPENDENCE ,) 
(IN THE PAST FROM 1775 TO 1781) 
(57) (THE AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY PERIOD WAS 
FROM 1750 TO 1790) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(58) (IS IT TRUE THAT THE AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY 
PERIOD CONTAINS THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION 
PERIOD ,) 
YES 
(59) (WAS THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION PERIOD 
DURING THE AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY PERIOD ,) 
YES 
(60) (WAS THE PERIOD OF THE ARTICLES OF CON- 
FEDERATION BEFORE THE AMERICAN WAR FOR 
INDEPENDENCE ,) 
NO 
This completes one section of the dialogue, illustrating several of the time 
relations, such as ]"BEFORE", "DURING", "OVERLAP", "FROM . . .  
TO". "WHEN", and "CONTAINS". 
(61) (THE NEW DAY IS TUESDAY) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
The clock is now reset. 
(62) (WHAT DAY IS IT ,) 
TUESDAY 
(63) (BILL WILL BE GOING-TO BE GOING-TO BUILD A 
BRIDGE) 
i, INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
This is an example of a complex tense (at least two reference points). No 
connotation of intent is recognized, the tense list being simply (BEFORE 
BEFORE BEFORE). 
(64) WILL BILL BE GOING-TO BE GOING-TO BUILD A 
BRIDGE ,) 
(I THINK SO) 
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(65) (WILL BILL BE GOING-TO BUILD A BRIDGE ,) 
(I THINK SO) 
(66) (WILL BILL BUILD A BRIDGE ,) 
(1 THINK SO) 
The answer to (64)-(66) is "(! THINK SO)" because it refers to the future. 
(67) (WILL BILL BUILD A TOY *) ' 
UNKNOWN 
No information is available. 
(68) (WILL BILL BUILD A BRIDGE AFTER NOW ,) 
(I THINK SO) 
This shows that the meaning of "NOW" is understood. 
(69) (THE NEW TIME IS FIVE OCLOCK) 
(INFORMAT3[ON ACCEPTED) 
(70) (WHAT TIME IS 1T ,) 
FIVE 
(71) (JOHN HAD ARRIVED BEFORE MARY LEFT) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(72) (WHEN DID JOHN ARRIVE ,) 
(IN THE PAST) 
It is known from (71})that John's arrival is past but the specific time is 
unknown. 
(73) (FIVE OCLOCK IS BETWEEN FOUR AND SIX) 
'(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(74) (HAD JOHN ARRIVED BEFORE SIX *) 
YES 
The answer is "YES'" showing that the meaning of "BETWEEN" in (73) is 
understood. 
(75) (THE NEW TIME IS SEVEN) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(76) (DID JOHN ARRIVE BEFORE NOW ,) 
YES 
John arrived before Mary left; Mary left before five; five is before six; six 
is before seven; and seven equals '"NOW". Ther~fore "YES". 
(77) (JOHN SAW MARY FROM TWO TO THREE) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(78) (WHEN DID JOHN SEE MARY ,) 
(IN THE PAST FROM TWO TO THREE) 
Here the specific time is known, from (77). 
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(79) (WHAT TIME IS IT ,) 
SEVEN 
(80) (MARY BOUGHT A BOOK FROM BILL WHILE JOHN 
WAS MAKING A TOY) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(81) (WAS THE MAKING OF THE TOY BY JOHN AT THE 
SAME TIME AS THE BUYING OF THE BOOK FROM 
BILL BY MARY ,) 
NO 
No, because "SAME TIME" has been given a restricted efinition, A must 
be during B and B must be during A. 
(82) (WAS MARY BUYING THE BOOK FROM BILL DURING 
THE MAKING OF THE TOY BY JOHN ,) 
YES 
(83) (THE NEW TIME IS EIGHT) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
Here begins a new section of dialogue, showing the six most well known 
tenses, the present, present perfect, past perfect, past, future, and future 
perfect. 
(84) (BILL ARRIVES) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(85) (WHEN DID BILL ARRIVE ,) 
EIGHT 
(86) (MARY HAS ARRIVED) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(87) (WHEN DID MARY ARRIVE ,) 
(IN THE PAST) 
(88) (JOE HAD ARRIVED AT THREE) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(89) (WHEN DID JOE ARRIVE ,) 
(IN THE PAST) 
(90) (DID JOE ARRIVE BEFORE THREE ,) 
YES 
(91) (ALICE ARRIVED AT SIX) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
.(92) (WHEN DID ALICE ARRIVE ,) 
(IN THE PAST FROM SIX TO SIX) f 
This somewhat odd answer arises because all event imes are durations. 
(93) (PAT WILL ARRIVZ AT NINE) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
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(94) (WHEN DOES PAT ARRIVE ,) 
(IN THE FUTURE FROM NINE TO NINE) 
(95) (JANE WILL HAVE ARRIVED BY TEN) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(96) (WHEN WILL JANE ARRIVE ,) 
UNKNOWN 
There are at least two common interpretations for the future perfect. One 
says that the future perfect indicates that the event will occur between ow 
and some point in the future. The other, held by Chronos, is that the event 
must occur before some future point but not necessarily after now. Thus the 
answer to (96) must be "UNKNOWN". 
(97) (WILL JANE ARRIVE BEFORE TEN ,) 
(I THINK SO) 
(98) (TEN lS AFTER NINE) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(99) (THE NEW TIME IS TEN OCLOCK) 
(INFORMATION ACCEPTED) 
(100) (HAS JANE ARRIVED ,) 
YES 
This is a poor answer by Chronos, a better one bemg something like "(SHE 
WAS SUPPOSED TO ARRIVE BEFORE NOW)". Chronos assumed that 
the event predicted in (95) was inevitable. 
(101) (WHEN DOES PAT ARRIVE ,) 
(IN THE PAST FROM NINE TO NINE) 
The same question as (94) but a different answer since it is now ten o'clock. 
(io2) (xxx) i 
The form "(XXX)" is used to end the conversation. 
4.6. Evaluation of Chronos 
The question a~swering program, Chronos, demonstrates several of the 
features of the model presented in Section 3. The program itself is fairly 
small (about 150 lines of LlSP i.5 code). All of the examples given in this 
paper were run on an interpretative usp I.~ system in about four seconds. 
Since the program is a prototype, more important han questions of size 
and efficiency are those concerning what the program will or will not do. 
It is particularly interesting to see which features at this stage seem trivial, 
which require further work, and which are highly non-trivial requiring 
tremendous programming efforts or more theoretical work or both. 
The plus side we can see in the examples of Section 4.5. There is no problem 
in defining simple relations on time points and durations or in specifying a
mal:,ping from tense markers into sequences of these relations. The informa- 
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tion which is given by tense and time relations can then be combined with 
other facts '~:, allow inferences about the temporal ordering of events. We 
may ~I~o introduce a clock, which in simples, terms is a means of redefining 
"'now". The program understands the clock's actions in the sense that "now" 
changes in meaning and that the time of once future events becomes either 
unknown or past, as the clock advances, depending on how explicidy the 
exent imes are specified. 
There are, of course, limitations. No heuristics are used in searching the 
network of temporal ordering links. There is no understanding of non- 
temporal meani~gs. An example of this was mentioned above, that Chronos 
does not believe that irA sold B to C then C bought B from A. Also there are 
no proof procedures incorporated, such as the resolution algorithm, which 
could be used in question answering. These deficiencies, however, should not 
be of direct concern in this application since we are trying to model time 
references only. Although Chronos can extract all the information contained 
in the relative orderings given by tenses and time relations, it does not use 
the information given in explicit time references (except for years). One 
difficulty is the cyclic nature of time words (e.g. Tuesday is both before and 
after Monday). This problem does not appear formidable but it will require 
a fairly significant amount of programming tocover all of the special cases. 
The clock for Chronos is too simple. The LISP function TEMPUS (or 
TEMPUS-FUGIT) could have been used to give a better idea of durations 
and real time. Also there is very !ittle information pre-stored. We should not 
have to input well known facts every time the program is run. 
More serious than any of the above limitations i  that Chronos cannot 
deal with compound sentences which are constructed using "or", "and", 
"not". "implies', and other logical connectives. This means that even though 
a simple sentence may yield the answer "UNKNOWN", Chronos is not able 
to produce the follov, ing dialogue: 
(103) (WILL IT RAIN TOMORROW ,) 
UNKNOWN 
(104) (WILL IT NOT RAIN TOMORROW ,) 
UNKNOWN 
(105) (WILL IT EITHER RAIN OR NOT RAIN )MORROW ,) 
YES 
In order to do this we need a means of checking for two valued tautologies 
as well as a more general parser. Both of these features have been imple- 
mented elsewhere and it should not be difficult to add them to Chronos. 
5. Discussion 
This paper presents a formal model for temporal references in natural 
language which is intended to be a common framework for analysis of tenses, 
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time relations, and other references to time in language, and to represent 
accurately the structure underlying the t.'mporai references, The model 
begins with a partially ordered set, called "time", and successively builds 
concepts such as "time-segment", duration", "time-segment relation", 
"tense", "reference time", and "tense marker". The model is justified by 
informal arguments, by English language xamples, and by showing that it 
is a generalization of several other systems. 
Each concept in the model is strictly defined. This should make it more 
suitable as a basis for further developments and it has the immediate practical 
advantage of making it useable in a computer question answering program. 
Section 4 of the paper discusses uch a program, call6d "Chronos". While 
Chronos does not use all the ideas contained in the model, it does use the 
basic concepts of tense and time-segment relations. It is a credit to the formal 
model that Chronos is a short, simple program which nevertheless can 
understand most of the temporal meaning in a sentence. 
The model is not intended to be a final solution to the problem of temporal 
references, but rather a base from which further studies can be carried out 
more effectively. Some of the more promising avenues of research which 
lead from this work are the following: 
a. Will further linguistic evidencc, especially from non-European languages, 
support he present model or require changes in it ? 
b. The model is rather vague on the concepts of aspect, frequency of 
occurrence, and modalities. How can these concepts be represented formally 
in a manner consistent with the rest of the model? Perhaps modal logics 
can be used for some of the concepts. 
c. A logic should be developed which allows the truth value "unknown" 
for certain future happenings but retains the two valued tautologies. 
d. Prior's tense logics are developed in terms of operators corresponding 
to "'before" and "after". What tense logics result from operators corres- 
ponding to other time-segment relations? 
Implementing the model in a computer program, like Chronos, poses 
additional problems: 
e~ What are the consequences of allowing branching futures (or pasts) 
in a long term operation of Chronos? Logically we have just a branching 
tree structure but in the computer we are maintaining multiple "presents" 
and multiple models of the universe. 
f. What about other axioms for the "~g" relation, especially those which 
violate stored facts about events? Could Chronos be effective with the 
knowledge thattime is circular but that no known event precedes itself? 
g. How should self updating take into account conditions on "g"  7 
h. What are the best proof procedures for Chronos to use for temporal 
and non-temporal deductions? 
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i. What kinds of assumptions hould Chronos make when answering a 
question like "What is (was, will be) the state of the world at time t ?" 
j. How will temporal inferences relate 1o other inferences in a general 
question answerer ?
k. How can tile abilities of Chronos be applied ? Would they be helpful, 
for instance, in the design of a robot ? 
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